
Lk 6:42 
P75 

 
NA27 Luke 6:41 Ti, de. ble,peij to. ka,rfoj to. evn tw/| ovfqalmw/| tou/ 
avdelfou/ sou( th.n de. doko.n th.n evn tw/| ivdi,w| ovfqalmw/| ouv katanoei/jÈ 
NA27 Luke 6:42 pw/j du,nasai le,gein tw/| avdelfw/| sou\ avdelfe,( a;fej 
evkba,lw to. ka,rfoj to. evn tw/| ovfqalmw/| sou( 
 
h; pw/j A, C, D, L, P, W, Q, X, Y, f1, f13, 33, Maj, Lat, Sy-P, Sy-H, sa, bo 
 
  pw/j P75?, B, e, ff2, L1056, Sy-S, sams, boms 
 
pw/j de. 01, 579, 892, pc 
 
kai. pw/j 1365, pc, g1, gat, vg 
 
P75 is not noted in NA, but in IGNTP (as "vid") and in Swanson for txt.  
 
Overview:  

 
From the facsimile nothing clearly can be seen before the pw/j. Everything is 
possible.  
 



Detail:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The traces before the pw/j cannot clearly be assigned.  
 
Reconstruction: 

 
From space considerations h; pw/j or kai. pw/j is clearly more suitable. Perhaps 
consulting the original may reveal something.  
I asked Timothy Janz, who is responsible for P75 in the Vatican library to look 
at this. Here's his response:  

"There is a small trace of the top part of a letter preceding the p of 
pw/j. Its position corresponds to the top of the left-hand vertical line in 
the H which you have traced in your reconstruction. It could be part of 



an eta, as your reconstruction suggests; but M/K (followed by the 
IGNTP) have interpreted it as a sigma, and not without reason. It does 
indeed appear that the trace which we can see is the top of the vertical 
part of a sigma, with the beginning of the transition to the horizontal 
stroke on top. Looking at the papyrus itself, it seems that the vertical 
fibers have flaked away in just such a way that it took away the top 
horizontal stroke of the sigma, leaving only the vertical stroke. It is 
impossible to be 100% certain (and this is why M/K give a dotted sigma, 
while IGNTP say "vid"), but this does seem to be the most likely 
interpretation of what can be seen; and it implies that P75 most likely 
omits the particle η, as does codex B." 

 
The problem with this argumentation is that if one moves eis of katanoei/j 
to the right a large free space is left in front of it.  
 
From the evidence presented here NA is correct in not citing P75. A "vid" is not 
justified.  
 


